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What is ELISA (1) 

 Enzyme linked immune sorbent assay/ 
Enzyme immune assay 

 Immunoassays can be used for the 
detection of Ag or Ab 

 Sensitivity of immunoassays-enhanced 
thru the development of new type of 
signal detection system 



What is ELISA (2) 

 Enzyme reaction is performed by using 
chromogenic substrate to develop a color 
by prime catalytic reaction. 

 Enzymes: Horse-radish peroxidase, alkaline 
phosphotase commonly used 

 Spectrophotometer is used to measure OD 

 Theoretically the measurement of OD is 
limited b/w 0-2.0. 



ELISA 

 Enzyme Linked Immunosorbent Assay 

 1st Generation: Virus & virus infected cell  
     lysate preparation from  
     cell culture 

 2nd Generation: recombinant Ag/Ab used 

 3rd Generation: Synthetic viral Ag/Ab 

 4th Generation: HIV (p24Ag) 

      HCV 



Principle of ELISA 

 Presence of specific Ag/Ab in given sample is 
demonstrated in standard immunological 
reaction. Immune complex formation with one 
of the compound bound to the fixed surface 

 

 Indicator system is used to detect immune 
complex formation 



Types of ELISA 

 Non competitive ELISA-commonest 

 

 Competitive ELISA-competition b/w natural Ab & 
conjugate  

 

 Sandwich ELISA : Ab is sandwiched b/w two Ag 



ELISA principle 

 Antigen is bound to a solid support (well) 
 

 Sample/ antibody then binds to the bound 
Ag 

 
 Conjugate  is labeled with a reporter  

 
 Conjugate is detected using a substrate 

that yields a colored product 





Test Procedure 

 Addition of sample & sample diluent 
 Incubation 370c 
 Wash 
 Addition of conjugate 
 Incubation  
 Wash 
 Addition of substrate 
 Incubation in dark 
 Add stop solution 
 Interpretation of results 
 Validation of result 

 



METHODOLOGY

1. Immobilized Ag./Ab.

2.Sample/Diluted Sample

    Pos      Neg

Ag.

Ab.



METHODOLOGY 
3.Washing- Automated/Manual 

4.Conjugate 

    Pos      Neg 

Conj 



METHODOLOGY
5. Washing

6. Substrate/Chromogen

      Pos           Neg

      Pos             Neg

Ag.

Ab.

Conj





Trouble shooting in ELISA 

 



Preparation: General(1) 

 Samples & human reagents: 
potentially infectious 

 Kit to RT 

 Well calibrated pipettes  

 accuracy & precision 

 Pipettes tips: clean & no re use 

 Tips s/b fit exactly 

 



Preparation: General(2) 

 Accurate pipetting  

 Avoid contamination of pipette 
(specially when close to maximum 
volume) 

 Homogenize reagents & samples prior 
to use 

 Do not combine different lot numbers 
of critical reagents 

 Clean containers  



Preparation: Dilution of specimen 

 Homogenous sample diluent & test 
samples 

 Correct volume of sample & diluent 

 Proper mixing of sample & diluents 

 Predilution in tubes: correct volume, 
clean tubes, lable tube, transfer sample, 
homogenize 

 Predilution in well 

 



Preparation: Dilution of 
reagents 

 Pipetting of samples followed by larger 
volume of diluent will result in 
homogeneous dilution in well 

 Pipetting diluent followed by addition of 
sample, minimize risk for 
contamination/carry over but it require  
proper homogenization & skipping of 
well 



Preparation: Dilution of 
reagents 

 Time b/w adding sample & diluent 
minimized 

 

 Purified water for reagent dilution 

 

 Wash buffer without crystals  

 



Preparation: Reagent Reconstitution 

 Reagents at RT 

 Carefully open vial caps & not interchange 

 Avoid contamination of diluent 

 Homogenize very gently 

 Wait for prescribed reconstitution time 

 Homogenize again just before use 



Substrate preparation(1) 

 All test kit use TMB(3,3 5,5 tetramethyl 
benzidine) or OPD (O phenylene diamine) 
as substrate 

 

 In both cases, ureum peroxide acts as 
oxygen source for oxidation reaction 
catalyzed by ELISA enzyme 



Substrate preparation(2) 

 Avoid direct contact with TMB as it 
contains DMSO, irritant to skin & 
mucous membrane 

 

 TMB solution s/b used immediately after 
preparation, response can be decreased 
due to delay as it may cause 
crystallization of TMB solution 

 



Substrate preparation(3) 

 TMB s/b colorless before use 

 Unwanted color formation may occur 
from contact of metal ion, spontaneous 
oxidation with oxygen in air or 
contamination (dirty glassware or 
trough) 

 All vessels s/b cleaned carefully before 
substrate preparation    



Reagents not included in test kits: 
Stopping solution 
 

 Sulphuric acid is used as stop solution 
in concentration of 2-4N which is equal 
to 1-2M 

 Commercially available acid in conc of 
93% to 98% 

 Concentration can be calculated by  

 Conc.(M) = conc.(%) x 0.187 

 



Procedure: addition of 
samples 

 Keep pipette vertical during dispensing of 
sample & pipetting s/b uninterrupted & 
rapid to minimize differences b/w first & 
last sample 

 

 Check for air bubble & if present, remove 
by gentle tapping of plate 

 

 Prevention of carry over  



Addition of Sample 



Procedure: Incubation(1) 

 Prevention of plate drift phenomena; 
increased response of sample due to pre-
incubation of sample which takes place while 
other samples are dispensed into wells  

 Substrate incubation s/b on constant 
temperature, as different temp. will lead to 
varying absorbance, substrate reaction is 
more intense if temp. increases 

 Plate s/b sealed to prevent evaporation & 
contamination 

 

 



Procedure: Incubation(2) 

 Stick to prescribed time & temperature, 
lengthening of substrate incubation 
period can increase test response & 
lengthening of sample/ conjugate 
incubation can increase background 
levels or test response 

 In incubator humidity s/b 80% to 
facilitate heat transfer to plate & to avoid 
evaporation of liquid  



Procedure: Washing(1) 

 Plate sealer s/b removed carefully, in order to 
avoid splashing 

 Stick to prescribed number of wash cycles, use of 
a lower number of wash cycle will result in higher 
background absorbance 

 Allowing a soak time will increase effectiveness of 
washing 

 Rest volume < 5 ul 



Procedure: Washing(2) 



Procedure: Washing(3) 

 Dispense volume s/b identical for each 
well (300μl) 

 Aspiration & dispense  heads s/b well 
positioned above the micro titer plate 

 Length of all aspirate tips s/b equal, other 
wise may cause higher rest volume in 
columns with the shortest aspirate tips 

 Correct frequency (mains supply)   

 Donot interchange container 

 Prevent growth of algae 



Procedure: Washing (4) 



Procedure: Adding reagents 

 Multichannel pipette or repetitive 
pipette  

 Correct pipetting technique s/b applied 

 Don't re-use V shape trough, otherwise 
keep specific trough for each individual 
reagent 

 After washing plate, add next reagent 
immediately to prevent well from 
complete drying   



Adding reagents 



Procedure: Reading 

 Use of correct filter for each wave length, that 
is 450 nm (TMB) & 492 (OPD) 

 Filter should not be dirty or damaged as filters 
are vulnerable to humidity & temperature 
shocks 

 Filter s/b correctly placed in reader  

 Allow the reader to warm up sufficiently  

 Results s/b read within prescribed period of 
time  



Result: High back ground color(1) 

 Re-use of disposables (pipette tips & V 
shape trough) 

 Contaminated pipette & contaminated 
washer 

 Insufficient washing (wash volume too 
low, number of wash cycles too low or 
rest volume too high) 

 Metal ion in water or sulphuric acid  



Result: High back ground color(2) 

 Incubation too long or at too high temperature 

 Stop solution not concentrated enough 

 Wet plate during reading (drop functions as 
magnifying glasses) 

 Colored substrate (not freshly prepared, UV 
light, metal ion, contamination or oxygen) 

 Rest volume of conjugate (rest volume after 
washing too high & faulty pipetting technique) 

 



Result: No color (False neg 
results) 

 Disinfectants in environment or 
equipment 

 Skipped any step 
(sample/conjugate/substrate)  

 Forgotten to add ureum peroxide 
solution to substrate buffer 

 Forgotten to add substrate buffer or 
TMB/OPD to substrate   



Result: Low color(1) 

 Wrong storage temperature of kit 

 

 Low pH of water 

 

 Expiry dated kits or reagents are used 

 

 Incubation time too short 

 

 Incubation temperature too low 

 



Result: Low color(2) 

 Contamination with sulphuric acid 

 Reagents not adequately mixed with 
samples 

 Reagents not at RT before use 

 Faulty dilution/ preparation of reagents, 
wash buffer, sample/conjugate diluent 

 



Result: Low color(3) 

 Use of non fresh TMB substrate 

 Washing (wrong buffer, improper 
number of wash cycles, insufficient soak 
time, rest volume too high) 

 Reading (wrong or dirty filter, badly 
positioned filter or strips) 



Nucleic Acid Test 

 



Historical Background(1) 

 Kleppe and co-workers first 
described a method using an 
enzymatic assay to replicate a 
short DNA template with primers 
in vitro 

 Invention of the polymerase 
chain reaction in 1983 is credited 
to Kary Mullis, awarded the Nobel 
prize in 1993 



Historical Background(2) 

 Got this idea of PCR when one night he was 
driving to CA with his girl friend Jenifer Bennet  

 Thought was a method of amplifying any DNA 
region through repeated cycles of duplication 
driven by an enzyme called DNA 
polymerase(occurs naturally in living organisms) 

 Thus seeds of present day biotech 
boom were sown !  

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enzyme
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DNA_polymerase
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DNA_polymerase


Patent wars 

 PCR technique was patented by Cetus Corporation, 
where Mullis worked when he invented the 
technique in 1983. The Taq polymerase enzyme 
was also covered by patents. 

 Pharmaceutical company Hoffmann-La Roche 
purchased the rights to the patents in 1992 and 
currently holds those that are still protected. 

 A related patent battle over the Taq polymerase 
enzyme is still ongoing between Roche and 
Promega 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cetus_Corporation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cetus_Corporation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hoffmann-La_Roche
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hoffmann-La_Roche
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hoffmann-La_Roche
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1992
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Promega
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Nucleic Acid Amplification Test  

 Biochemistry and molecular biology technique 
for exponential amplifying a fragment of DNA, 
via enzymatic replication, without using a 
living organism 

 

 Can be used for amplification of a single or 
few copies of a piece of DNA across several 
orders of magnitude, generating millions or 
more copies of the DNA piece.  

 



Principle of NAT(1) 

 

 NAT is used to amplify specific regions 
of a DNA strand. This can be a single 
gene, just a part of a gene, or a non-
coding sequence 

 

 Target DNA first denatured, then 
annealed with known DNA sequence, 
finally amplification of product   





Procedure of NAT(1) 

 Basic steps: 

 

 Extraction of genetic material 

 

 Denaturizing 

 

 Annealing 

 

 Elongation 

 





 





Variations of NAT 

 Conventional NAT 
 Reverse Transcriptase NAT :RNA-cDNA-PCR 
 Nested NAT 
 Multiplex NAT 
 Quantitative NAT 

 
 Real time NAT:- 
                                Sybergreen 
                                TaqMan hybridization probes 
 

 
 



Reverse transcriptase NAT 

 Developed to amplify RNA targets 

 cDNA first produced from RNA targets by reverse 
transcription, then cDNA is amplified 

 Two enzymes: heat labile RT & thermos table DNA 
polymerase 

 Temperature requirement of heat labile enzyme, 
cDNA had to occur at lower temp.  

 Development of thermostable DNA polymerase 
derived from Thermus thermophillus , can function 
efficiently as both an RT & polymerase 

 Using this enzyme more specific & efficient 

 

 



Nested NAT(1) 

 Developed to increase both sensitivity & 
specificity 

 

 Employ two pairs of amplification 
primer & two rounds of PCR 

 

 One primer pair is used in first round of 
PCR of 15-30 cycles 



Nested NAT(2) 

 In first reaction, one pair of primers is used 
to generate DNA products, which besides the 
intended target, may still consist of non-
specifically amplified DNA fragments 

 

 Products are then used in a second PCR 
reaction with a set of primers whose binding 
sites are completely or partially different from 
the primer pair used in the first reaction, but 
are completely within the DNA target 
fragment 



Nested NAT(3) 

 Sensitivity increases due to high total cycle 
number  

 Specificity increases from annealing of second 
set of primer to sequence found in first round 
products, verifying their identity 

 More successful in specifically amplifying long 
DNA fragments than conventional PCR, but  
requires more detailed knowledge of the 
target sequences  

 



Quantitative NAT 

 Used to measure the quantity of a NAT 
product (preferably real-time). It is the 
method of choice to quantitatively measure 
starting amounts of DNA, cDNA or RNA.  

 To determine whether a DNA sequence is 
present in a sample and the number of its 
copies in the sample.  

 Highest level of accuracy is Quantitative 
real-time NAT  



Multiplex NAT 

 Use of multiple, unique primer sets within a single 
NAT reaction to produce amplicons of varying 
sizes specific to different DNA sequences 

 By targeting multiple genes at once, additional 
information may be gained from a single test run 
that otherwise would require several times the 
reagents and more time to perform 

 Annealing temperatures for each of the primer 
sets must be optimized to work correctly within a 
single reaction, and amplicon sizes, i.e., their base 
pair length, should be different enough to form 
distinct bands when visualized by gel 
electrophoresis 



Real Time NAT(2) 

 Method by which target amplification & 
detection steps occurs simultaneously in the 
same tube 

 Require special thermal cycles with precision 
optics that can monitor the fluorescence 
emission from sample well 

 Computer software supporting the thermal 
cycle monitors data though out the NAT at 
every cycle & generate amplification plot for 
reaction 



Real Time PCR(2) 

 PCR product is detected as it is produced 
using fluorescent dyes (SYBR green I) that 
preferentially bind to dsDNA  

 Unbound state fluorescence is relatively low, 
when bound to dsDNA fluorescence greatly 
enhanced  

 Dye will bound to both specific or non specific 
PCR product, now specific dye available   



Real Time PCR(3) 

 This technique became possible after 
introduction of an oligonucleotide probe, 
which was designed to hybridize within the 
target sequence 

 Cleavage of the probe during PCR because of 
the 5' nuclease activity of Taq polymerase 
can be used to detect amplification of the 
target-specific product  

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/genome/probe/doc/Glossary.shtml#Taq


Recent developments 

 Viral detection for West Nile Virus &  

 Parvo B19 

 

 DNA microarray tech. 

 

 Transcription mediated amplification 



Application in Transfusion 
Medicine 

 Blood safety: NAT reduces the window 
period & NAT reduces TAH and TAHIV 
by helping us to identify potentially 
infectious blood donations 

 Immunohematology: antigen typing & 
quantification (red cell & platelet) 

 Transplant science: HLA typing  
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Need of Viral detection by NAT 

Global Trend 



Minipool Vs Single / Individual NAT 

Without  NAT With NAT 
(Minipool) 

With NAT 
(individual 

unit) 

HIV 

 

0.75  

(1:1300000) 

0.52  

(1:1900000) 

0.33  

(13000000) 

HCV 

 

4.3  

(1:230000) 

0.61  

(1:1600000) 

0.43  

(1:2300000) 

HBV 5.5 

(1:180000) 

4.8 

(1:210000) 

2.4  

(1:410000) 

Transfusion Medicine, 2002, 12, 243-253 



Viral screening by NAT 

 Decreases window period (HCV by 59 
days, HBV 25 days & HIV by 11 day) 

 

 Risk of transmission decreases by 
72%(HCV), 42%(HBV), & 50%(HIV) 



Available 

information does 

not justify using 

NAT as a routine 

screening 

procedure 

& COST 

NAT will help in 

saving blood 

donations and making 

blood transfusion 

safer 



For developing Countries: 
Economy major issue  
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